Rolling IN the Deep    BASS
INTRO   Cm             Gm                 
        Bb             Gm                     Bb   X3
X3
BASS
BRIDGE 
G#                   Bb                  Gm
       The scars of your love, remind me of us.
Gm             G#
They keep me thinking that we almost had it all
G#            Bb                        Gm
The scars of your love, they leave me breathless
Gm              G7
I can't help feeling...

CHORUS
                     Cm                     Bb
We could have had it all... (I wish you, never had met me)...
                G#(hold)                           Bb
Rolling in the Deep (Tears are gonna fall, rolling in the deep)
                    Cm                                 Bb
Your had my heart inside(I wish you)... Inside of your hand (Never had met me)
          G#(hold
at (Rolling in the deep)

VERSE X2

BRIDGE

CHORUS
                      Cm            Bb
We could have had it all... (I wish you, never had met me)...
                G#(hold)                                Bb
Rolling in the Deep (Tears are gonna fall, rolling in the deep)
                    Cm                                  Bb
Your had my heart Inside(I wish you)... Inside of your hand (Never had met me)
            G#(hold)                                   Bb
And you played it... (Tears are gonna fall)... To the beat (Rolling in the deep)

                      G#     Bb
We could have had it all 
                 Cm          Bb
Rolling in the Deep 
                     G#(hold)
Your had my heart Inside of your hand 
          Bb
And you played it To the beat 

A CAPELLA
Throw yourself through ever open door (Whoa)
Count your blessings to find what look for (Whoa-uh)
And pay me back in kind- You reap just what you sow.

Cm                             Bb
(I wish you... Never had met me)
G#                              Bb
We could have had it all (Tears are gonna fall... Rolling in the deep)
Cm                                                Bb
We could have had it all yeah ( I wish you... never had met me)
G#(Hold)
It all. (Tears are gonna fall)
                             Bb
It all, It all (Rolling in the deep)
CHORUS
C   Bb     G#    Bb

